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REOENT GERMAN TESTS, WITH NOTES:*

By W. S. Dieh2.

research on the skin fziotional resistance

air is that conduoted by Dr. Wteselsberger

under the di~eotion of Dr. Prandtl of (lbttingenUniversity. ‘l-he
*

results which are given in the llErgebuisseder Aerodynamischen

Versuchszzstaltzu G&tingen,ll for 1921, are of considerable int- ‘

crest and importance. The following abstract has tiere$oze been

prepared for the oonvenienee ef those who &e Mshle to obtain

aooess to the origins+

In all, sixteen”models were tested. These were divided into

four groups, according to the surfaoe, as follows:

1- oloth,

2 - cloth,

% - cloth,

4- cloth,

in the or%ginal condition;

nap singed off;

three coats of dope;

six coats of dope.

Each group oonsisted Of four medals of unifoxm width, 1 meter,

&d of varying len@h 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 meters. Tests were

made on each model at speeds varying from 7.0 to 50 meters per

second. The observed total resistance was corrected for”the

“form resistance” which was obtained from the pressure distribu- ‘,

::-~~iginally prepmed as Aircraft Technioal Note No* 207j Bureau
. of Aeronalfi$ics, Navy Department.
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tion on the rear end of the model.

that”the ferm resistance due to the

the models was negligible.

Pi’evio-istests iAaiishow~l

roundsd front edge ‘&ed on
,

The reshts are expressed in terms of the absolute eoeffioi- ‘

ent of frictional resistance
CF’ as defined by the ~uatiou

R
F = CF~/3 SVZ (u

where R is the Sriotional resistance, p the air density. S

the t~tal frictional area, and V the velocdty of the air.

(Note: GP being ahaolute, this ~uation is true for any consisk

ent system of units. in the Ez@sh ft-lb-sea units; v will

be i~ f.p.s., S in ft2, and P in lbs (mass) per ft= - t-he

value of.~ oorrespoading to stand~d conditions

29.92~ Hg is P = .()()2s7.)

“It was found for the models of

c~ varied errat3.calLywhen plotted

against the Reynolds number VL/v,

the first two

60°F and

groups that

on a logarithmic scale ‘

where V is the air velocity

L the length of the model and v the kinematio ~i800sity. This :.

is eqlained by the variavion trom true geometric similarity in

these models due to the &nstant roughness. The value of CF

for a given model in either group (1) or (2) does not vary apprec-

iably with (VL/v), i.e., the frictional resistance varie.s”almost

e~tly as the square of the velooity when the surfaoe isrou@L

On the other hand, the values of CF for

(3) and (4) de&ease quite uniformly with
.. -

the models in groups

increase in (V~/U) when
#



plotted logarithmically. In

the nod.elsin groujj(4) (six

3- .

Farticular, the values of CF for

coGts of aope) all lie substantially

on a single I’inewhose slope“shows that C is given by
F-O*36

c 0.0375 (VL/U) (2)
F=

Cofihining(2) with (1) tke cou~lete aquation for the skin fric-

tional resistance is
.

R= 0.0375 P/2 B@-~0’s5 @=65
F

(3)

where B is the breadth of the single surface. If both sides

of tine~lane be exposed to tne air stream the coefficient must

be aouble&

As originally presented, the well known euFirical formula

for skin frictional resistance devisedby Dr. Zahm, was

‘F =
0.000007’78BL*=‘%? 8s (4)

It ‘tTiilhe noted t;.a.tti~~ essentiai difference between (3) and

(4) is in the e~onerit of L. Equation (4) may be written in ,

the sax general form as (3), or

‘F
= ~F ~v-o”= ~Low93 V1*8S

in wk.ich
CF P/2v-0’~s0.000Q0778

Substituting the val~~s for standard conditions

P= .00237, v ~ ●~oo1575 : CF = 0.0244

~nd

%?
= 0.0244 (No” 1SBLO”93V1*8s

(4a) -

(5)

(6)

@bj
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Cou~~ing (4b) with (3) it is se-m tkat tize difference in

the Coeffi.cientsis ~arti~l~y bal~ced by the difference in the

exponents of L. Equation (3) being dimensionally correct, is

prefsra”Dle.,however, to ~uation (4) which is not dimensionally

correc&

T&e average engineer will &refer to use am Nuation of the

form

R = CF p/2 SV2
F’

‘using the value of (IFCoirected foz the

cording to (2). In order that ti~ismay

cessity of looking up data, Figs, 1 and

1 gives the value ofv corresponding to

and ‘pressure,. VL/~ is tkerefore known

(1)

a~~ro~riat’e(vL/v ) ac-

he done,without the ne- ..

2 kave been prepared. Fig.

any ordinary terqerature

for the given velocity

arid:1.efigth.(It is desirable to note tilat the value of ~ in

English units (ft2 - see) for a teqerature of 600F and a pres-

SUX& Of 29.9211iS UQ= 0.0001575 and ~/Vo= 635o. Tkereforej.
,under standard conditions, TL/V = 6350 VL.) The value of CF

is obt~inet from Fig. Z> in wkich C* is plotted agd.nst VL/v .
*
In comFaring C!F~riththe absolute dr~g coefficient CD it iS

necessary to use the factor 2> since the drea in (1) is the ~-

faoe are+, while the area in the equation

R=C ~ P/2 SV2 (7)

is the yroiected -area.

*
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Fig. 1. Kkematic viscof3ity of air, I
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